Apostrophes - Missing Letters
Part A
When we contract (shorten) words, we need to use an apostrophe to show
that there are letters missing. There are lots of examples of contracted words
in the story ‘Ronald the Rhino’.
Examples: I’ll, he’s, you’ve, can’t, doesn’t
1. The words below are all contractions but the apostrophes have been stolen
by the punctuation thief. Can you help by rewriting the words with the missing
apostrophes in the correct place?
a. Ive
b. arent
c. cant
d. theyre
e. theyll
f. weve
2. The words below can all be contracted. Can you write the contracted version
for each of these? Some have been done for you.
a. we will - we'll
b. she will
c. I will
d. he would - he'd
e. she would
f. they would
g. they have - they've
h. we have
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3. Can you find any other examples of contracted words in the ‘Ronald the
Rhino’ story? Make a list below:
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Apostrophes - Missing Letters
Part B
When we contract (shorten) words, we need to use an apostrophe to show
that there are letters missing. There are lots of examples of contracted words
in the story ‘Ronald the Rhino’.
Examples: I’ll, he’s, you’ve, can’t, doesn’t
The punctuation thief has stolen all of the apostrophes in these sentences. Can
you help by finding where the apostrophes are missing and adding them back
in? The first one has been found and underlined for you.
Ronald the Rhino lives in a
rainforest in Java, Indonesia.
Hes a friendly rhino but he feels
lonely because hes the only rhino
around. Oh, how hed love to be
like the other animals!
If he was like Leopard, hed run
and jump and hed climb up high.
He could pick the juiciest berries
from the top of the trees and he wouldnt have to eat the ones on the
floor! Hed be an expert climber and the leopards would all say, “Look
out, here comes Ronald! Hell show us how to climb the tallest trees!”
If he was like Python, hed slither along quietly in the bushes so he
couldnt be seen. His skin would have beautiful patterns and he wouldnt
be boring dusky grey. He wouldnt be lonely because thered be other
snakes for Ronald to play with.
But Ronald isnt like the other animals - hes a Javan rhino and that
makes him glum. “I havent got any friends like me!” he cries.
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Apostrophes - Missing Letters
Challenge Task

Change these words so they are contracted and then use each contraction in
a sentence:
• are not 

• it is 

• cannot 

• that is 

• will not 

• he will 

• they are 

• she would 

• they will 

• they have 

Write your sentences here:
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Apostrophes - Missing Letters
Answers

Part A
When we contract (shorten) words, we need to use an apostrophe to show
that there are letters missing. There are lots of examples of contracted words
in the story ‘Ronald the Rhino’.
Examples: I’ll, he’s, you’ve, can’t, doesn’t
1. The words below are all contractions but the apostrophes have been stolen
by the punctuation thief. Can you help by rewriting the words with the missing
apostrophes in the correct place?
a. Ive - I've
b. arent - aren't
c. cant - can't
d. theyre - they're
e. theyll - they'll
f. weve - we've
2. The words below can all be contracted. Can you write the contracted version
for each of these? Some have been done for you.
a. we will - we'll
b. she will - she'll
c. I will - I'll
d. he would - he'd
e. she would - she'd
f. they would - they'd
g. they have - they've
h. we have - we've
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Apostrophes - Missing Letters
Answers

Part B
When we contract (shorten) words, we need to use an apostrophe to show
that there are letters missing. There are lots of examples of contracted words
in the story ‘Ronald the Rhino’.
Examples: I’ll, he’s, you’ve, can’t, doesn’t
The punctuation thief has stolen all of the apostrophes in these sentences. Can
you help by finding where the apostrophes are missing and adding them back
in? The first one has been found and underlined for you.
Ronald the Rhino lives in a
rainforest in Java, Indonesia.
He's a friendly rhino but he feels
lonely because he's the only rhino
around. Oh, how he'd love to be
like the other animals!
If he was like Leopard, he'd run
and jump and he'd climb up high.
He could pick the juiciest berries
from the top of the trees and he wouldnt have to eat the ones on the
floor! He'd be an expert climber and the leopards would all say, “Look
out, here comes Ronald! He'll show us how to climb the tallest trees!”
If he was like Python, he'd slither along quietly in the bushes so he
couldn't be seen. His skin would have beautiful patterns and he wouldn't
be boring dusky grey. He wouldn't be lonely because there'd be other
snakes for Ronald to play with.
But Ronald isn't like the other animals - he's a Javan rhino and that
makes him glum. “I haven't got any friends like me!” he cries.
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Answers

Challenge Task

Change these words so they are contracted and then use each contraction in
a sentence:
• are not - aren't

• it is - it's

• cannot - can't

• that is - that's

• will not - won't

• he will - he'll

• they are - they're

• she would - she'd

• they will - they'll

• they have - they've

Write your sentences here:
Accept any answer that includes a contraction used correctly.
Example Answers:
• It’s my birthday.
• That’s a nice coat.
• He’ll be out to play shortly.
• She’d like a piece of pizza.
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